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INFERENTIAL PROCEDURES ON A GENERALIZED 
RAYLEIGH VARIATE (II) 
V. G H . VODA 
(Received March 28, 1974) 
1. CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
The GRV introduced in the first part has the property that if X is the underlying 
variable then X2 is a Gamma variate with certain parameters. 
In this way, if xu x2, ..., xn is an independent sample on X then it is easy to prove 
n 
that the statistic 20S, where £ = £ x2 is distributed as a chi-square variable with 
2(k + l) n degrees of freedom, k being the shape parameter of the GRV and 6 the 
scale parameter. 
Therefore, we can determine two numbers lt and ls such that for a given con-
fidence — say (1 — y) — we have 
(1) Prob {/, < 20£ < Q = 1 - y . 
The length of the interval for 0 is 
(2) Q = l ( / s - / f ) 
and if we look for Q-minimum, we obtain after some tedious algebra: 
(*ls /i\nk + n-l 
(3) Г^-íå+D-ig-x/a dx = (1 - y) 2"к+" Г(nк + n) , 
= exp {i(/s - /,)} 
J</ 
(see also Voda [3]) which may provide values for /,- and Zs. In this situation seems 
to be more convenient to look for confidence intervals for 1/0. We have 
(4) Prob {^ < - < -^l = 1 - y . 
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The length is now Q = 2£(l//j — 1//s) and the minimum condition yields finally 
(>ls / / \nk+n+l 
(5) xnk + n-'e"xl1 dx = (1 - y)2"fc+"F(t!k + n) , I - ] 
= exp {i(/s - lt)} 
which can be used for concrete solutions with the aid of Tate-Klett tables [2] but 
entering in the cell corresponding to 2(k + 1) n degrees of freedom. 
From (4) we obtain easily 
(6) 
OГ 
Pгob Я f c + *> P < E(X) < t * + *) 14 = 1 
(7) Prob {ð(Is)-i < E(X) < ð(łt)-*} = l - ľ 
where 
(s) <5 = r ( f e + f).(2y>y. 
K' r(k + i) v f = i
 ; 
The above relation may be interpreted as a confidence interval with minimum 
length for the expected — life in a GR model. In the table below we give the values 
of the constant 
(9) cO = ^ ^ X f c J - J ) s =co(T x])x . 
K } r(k + l) \ = i l) 
N Density function w Degrees of freedom 
1 Rayleigh (k = 0) 1-2533141373 In 
2 Maxwell (k = i) 1-595769121 3n 
Table I. Useful constants for computing confidence intervals. 
For an application of the method we must take into account that Tate-Klett tables 
[2] are computed for n = 2(1) 30. Therefore the sample sizes must be limited to 
stay within the range of the tables (in Rayleigh case: n ;g 15 and in Maxwell case: 
n = 10). 
2. PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN THE CASE OF A MIXTURE 
OF TWO GR VARIABLES 
Consider now a random variable Kmix characterized by the following density: 
(10) XmW :fmix(x; 0., 02, p, k) = pf(x; 0., k) + (1 - p)f(x; 02, fe) 
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where x > 0, 0U 02 > 0, 0 < p < 1 and k ^ 0 are assumed to be known and 
f(x; 0, k) is the density of a GRV. 
Let our task be to estimate the parameters 0l9 02 and p. 
In this way, we shall generalize a former work of Krysicki [13] which concerns 
the mixture of two simple Rayleigh laws. 
We shall apply the same method — namely the method of moments. 
It is interesting also to investigate the behaviour of the density (10) with respect 
to the modal value. 
We have 
n n r ix\ ,, 2(l-p)ftrV*(2x
2-flr'(2fc + l)) 
V j / m i x l j TOc + fjexp^x2) ' 
r2x2-02-'(2fc + l) _ _^__ /0A-«- | 
To find the modal value, we must impose 
(12) /<..„(*; fl„ fl2, p. *)-= o . 
It is clear that the product (11) vanishes if 
/ . , . (2k + lN 
(13) x = 
V V 20, 
But this value is not a solution of (12), therefore we have in fact to solve the equations: 
(14) 2x2-02-\2k + l) _ _ ^ M V « 
1 ; ^r1(2/^ + i ) - 2 x 2 u ; ; l - p\e2J 
which is a transcendental equation. 
Since {0xj92)
k+2 > 0 for every 0,, 02 > 0 and k __ 0 and as 0 < p < 1, the right-
hand side is an increasing function of p, due to the factor p/(l — p). 
The left-hand side becomes infinite for x given by (13) and vanishes for 
n , , (2k + IV 
(15) x = . 202 
Therefore, for x lying in the interval 
'-(ffi- ffl) 
the left-hand side is positive if 0X\02 > 1. 
Let us denote for brevity the left-hand side by g(x). 
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If follows that to study the behaviour of g(x) = (p/(l - p)) (9ll92)
k + 2 in the 
interval JSf, we have to take the derivative of g(x). We have 
. {-*< + i(2fc + 1) (± + ±) *
2 - ( 2 f c + l ) ( 2 f c + i ) j , 
1 V0i 02/ 40,02 J 
The sign of g'(x) is determined by the expression in parentheses. 
The discriminant of the equation in parantheses is 
(l8) 5 = iM(>_2|^._L+>). 
Therefore 
(19) 6>0 if l > 2 l : + 5 + 2 ( 4 / c + _ ^ 
02 ~ (2fc + 1) 0 t 
Under this condition we obtain for g'(x) two points x ( l ) and x (2) for which 
. ' ( x < ° ) = 0 , i = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
They are given by 
(20) xii) =
 r(2fc + i)(01 + 02j T 
L 40,02 ' J 
The behaviour of g' is indicated in Table 2. 
2fc + i X(D x<2, pfe + i y 
20i V 202 / 
Max 
#'(x) +OD - \ 0 / * + / * 0 \ 0 
m i n 
Table 2. Behaviour of g'(x) for x e S£. 
Therefore 
(21) gmin = g(x
(1)) and gmax - g(x
(2)) • 
It follows also that the values of (p/(l - p))l(0{l62)
k + 2 vary between gmin and gmax 
Hence we can determine an interval for p as 
(j2\ gmin < n < ^ ^ • 
( j
 9m, + (0,/02r
2 *... + ( « + l 
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We shall show now that 
(23) gmin =a(x<
1») = a*(01/02), 
(24) gmax = a(x<
2>) = a**(0,/02). 
This facts can be easily seen if we write (18) in the form 
(25) ,J2^,)Y^„22JL+J01 + 
{ü2 2k + ì 
l - r - ( r 2 - 2 2 ± ± ^ r + ^ 
,-,. V 2/c + l 
(26 amin = —^— 
/ 2 - 2fe + 5 
- r + I r2 - 2 r + 1 
2k + 1 
- ^ ( ' - ; ) - S 4 t i ( ' - ; K " - ^ ' - v 
where we have denoted 0,/02 = r. 
We have by similar calculation 
/ 2 \ 2k + 5 
1 - r + ( r2 - 2 r + 1 
to~\ V 2k + ! 
2k + 1 
-^( ' -^( ' - ' )( ' ' -2tf/+ 'v 
Now it is clear that we must require 
2k + 5 + 2(4k + 6)" 
(28) r :> 
V ; 2k + 1 
taking into account (19). 
For instance, if we wish to tabulate limits for the values of p for different particular 
densities we must begin from a value of r given by (28) where we have insert the 
specific value of k. 
Example . In the case of Rayleigh distribution we have k = 0; therefore 
(29) r ^ 5 + 2 V'6 s 9-899 
and tabulation may begin from r = 10. 
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The values gmm and gMax are respectively 
(30) ^ : ° > = \ = ^ f 2 ~ j * + % exp {i(r - i ) (,
2 - lOr + l)*} , 
1 - r + (rJ - I Or + 1)* 
n n a<*=°> - L___+ _f__ ^ L l _! 
1 j 3max l _ r - ( r
2 - 1 0 r + 1)* • 
•«p{J(-J) + J(l-^-10r+ l)*} . 
As concerns the estimation, let N,, x2, ..., xM be an independent sample form the 
underlying population. Therefore 
(32) F(Kmin) = ^ * * ' V
J [ / ^ + (1 " P) ̂ ] ' 
F(k + 1) 
Since three unknown parameters are involved we take forj successively the values 
1, 2, 3. 
Hence we obtain the following equations: 
(33) fc* + {\-P)W- ^ . V l i : * . . 
n T(fc + §) 1=1 
(34) ^r* + (i - / W =-7TTT ^ x 2 ' 
n(k + 1) i=i 
(35) ^r* + (1_^0-*__^±ilfx3 
n F(k + I) i = I 
Let us denote by u and v the following expressions: 
(36) u = e;-, v = 0J± . 
We have after some calculations 
(37) P{u-v) = - ^ ~ ^ - > « - " . 
n F(k + f) i=i 
(38) ^ ( u 2 _ t , 2 ) = _ l _ f ; x 2 _ 1 ; 2 ) 
Al(k + 1 ) i = l 
(39) ^ - ^ - - ^ T ^ - - * ' - 8 3 -
,7 F(k + f) i=l 
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Still other calculations yield 
ĽLtA £ xҙ _ Г(k + 1) £ £ 
(40) и - v = ^ + * > l-l " 2 ( f c + Ü Г ( f c + -) ' = ' І=J 
- i - - x 2 - Г Г ( k + 1 ) ľ*T 
n(fc + 1) ;=i ' [ n Г(fc + | ) Í = I 'J 
r(fc+,) tx,fx?-_,7J_^(txf)» 
(4 ]) иtJ = н
2r(fc + i)r(fc + ł ) ' ° i __ ____ i)2 _!_ 
1 fл-2 [____!_) / 
я(fc + 1) І= i ' [ n Г(fc + | ) І=I _ 
Supposing that the common denominator of the two ratios is not zero we have 
a second degree equation. 
This equation will provide the moment estimators for 9_"* and 0_"*. Then an 
estimate for p is easily established from (37). 
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S o u h r n 
PROCEDURY STATISTICKÉ INDUKCE PRO ZOBECNĚNOU 
RAYLEIGHOVU PROMĚNNOU (II) 
V. G H . VODA 
V této části se konstruují intervaly spolehlivosti minimální délky pro střední hod­
notu zobecněné Rayleighovy proměnné. Dále se studují některé problémy týkající se 
odhadování ve směsi dvou zobecněných Rayleighových proměnných. 
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